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OUAMTITATIVE RESEARCH .AMD USE OF COMPUTERS
IM RUMAMIAM HISTORIOGRAPHY
I do not remember an unanimously agreed definition of quantita-
tive research in history and I will not discuss one here.
Anyway, to edit and to comment unpublished statistical sources
is a traditional historical concern but also a part and a pre-
mise of the quantitative research . Many a Rumanian historian
discovered and published cen.sus and reports an statistical in-
vestigations performed in the prestatistical Rumanian epoch
(before 1859), but because of the limited space we shall mention
in this respect only three collections of studies . l
A specific approach in the quantitative historical research is
the construction of statistical series by the gathering of quan-
titative data scattered in various non-statistical sources such
as hooks of estates, customs and treasury, patrimonial acts,o
diplomatic and journey reports, etc . Rumanian historians have
constructed in this way statistical series concerning : the tri-
bute paid to the Ottoman Empire 2 ; the taxes in Wallachia in the
XVIth century3 ; the monetary circulation in Wallachia and Molda-
via in the XVIth century4 ; the commerce of Transylvania and
others rumanian lands 5 ; the prices history in the XVth-XVIIIth
centuries 8 ; the exploitation of wallachian estates in the
XVIIIth century . 7
The quantification in the very sense of this term comprises the
numbering or the measurino of variables which in the original
sources are neither numbered nor measured but appear in nominal
non-quantified forms . By the counting of various nominal data
contained in the documents it was possible to construct various
statistics concerning the evolution of the property and the
family in the XVth-XVIIth centuries 8 ; the human settlements in
Wallachia in the XIVth-XVIth centuries 9 ; the political memoirs
in the 17th-18th centuries lo ; the book suhscribers in the first
half of the XIXth century ll ; the aqe structure of the socialist
militants of Rumania in 1875-1893 . 72 A Rumanian historian, in
collaboration with a German historian performed a quantitative
analysis of the Rumanian historiography . 13 With the object of
pointing out the ways of r.educirg the historical documentation
time, he achieved also a quantitative analysis of the reviews
published in Socialist Republic of Rumania . 14 The mathematical
aparatus of these works consist in computations of sum totals,
ratios and means . In some of these works the quantitative ana-
lysis has a subordinate role.
Of special interest are the works which use not only quantitative
data, but also an advanced mathematical apparatus . A known mathe-
matician applied the methods of efficience developed by Decision
Theory to estimate the efficiency of the decision of the Rumanian
prince Michael the Brave to rise against the Ottoman Empire .
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He used the Game theory to study negotiations and battles
carried an by Rumanian princes in the feudal epoch . 15 An epi-
graphist in collaboration with a mathematician adapted to the
seriation of greek inscriptions with Computer aid the method
elaborated by Hole and Shaw for the chronological seriation of
archeological sites . 16
In our opinion, of great importance is the application of the
mathematics and of the Computer to discover historical rela-
tions - and hence historical explanations - which even in prin
ciple cannot be disclosed by other means . (Of course, every
historical explanation, as well as every historical inquiry,
supposes an explicit or implicit social theory) . In this di-
rection, collaboratinq with historians, documentalists and ma-
thematicians, we engaged ourselves at the N . Iorga Institute
of History in the study of the Rumanian agrarian System at the
beginning of this century using multivariate analysis with the
Computer aid . 17 We alse applied mathematical statistical (in-
ferential as well as nee . descriptive) methods to the study of
historical time sequences, with missing data . 18 Statistical
tests were applied to specify the role and influence of the
powers attending the 1936 Montreux conference - in the elabora-
tion of the Montreux treaty . 1 9
Computers are used also for the automatisation of non-quantita-
tive traditional operations such as the linkage between the
manuscripts of a chronicle zo or the finding of documents . 21
At the end of this paper it is worth mentioning that a recent
optional course of mathematics has been introduced at the Bucha -
rest Faculty of History in the hope of encouraging young histo-
rians to apply mathematics to history.
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